
Crown Goose Duvet: Steps to Creating a Light
and Bright Bedroom

We craft your sleep with the finest goose down and
fabrics from around the world.

Discover new collections from Crown Goose.

Luxury Goose Down Bedding

DOWNEY, CA, UNITED STATES, October
24, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Some
people spend their lives planning their
ultimate wedding day.  While there is a
lot of excitement surrounding your
perfect day, the real magic comes
afterwards.  Building a home and a life
together can be both exhilarating and
challenging.  Matching china patterns
to textiles while simultaneously trying
to incorporate each other’s sense of
style can be a point of contention for
any new coupling.  However, there is
one part of your new nest that you and
your partner can count on.  The best
goose down bedding can make all the
difference to your newlywed life.  

Why Crown Goose Bedding?

Nothing can welcome you into your
new home and life better than a
bedding set that is premium in comfort
and luxury.  This is one of the many
reasons why Crown Goose Bedding is
the perfect place for you the lay your
head at night.  Make your house a
home with a goose duvet that is not
only cozy during the winter but also
during the hotter months.  When it
comes to quality, you will be willfully
impressed to know that a Crown Goose
comforter is made with only the best
materials directly from Poland.  You are
guaranteeing yourself a night of
comfort, stability and warmth when you choose the right goose down bedding for your bed.
Here are just a few of the reasons why topping off your bed with Crown Goose Bedding will
ensure that you have the most luxurious place to rest:

100% Natural

You can rest easy knowing that your goose down duvet is made with only the naturally best
goose down filling.  This means that there is no fluff or unneeded polyester fillers for your dream
bed.  Crown Goose bedding features 100% natural goose down filling wrapped in a cover of
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Certified by Oeko-Tex standard 100 – class I

100% natural cotton.  You can sleep
easy knowing that your paradise
comforter is free of harmful
substances.  This means that you can
enjoy perfectly uninterrupted sleep
surrounded by natural comfort.  
It isn’t only the all-natural materials
that will bring you great comfort either.
You will love how Crown Goose
carefully produces and tests their high-
quality goose bedding.  The 100%
natural goose feathers have been
properly cleaned and prepared.  This
not only insures that your goose duvet
will last for years and years to come, it
will also make your premium bedding
feel like new each time you use it, no
matter how many times it makes the
rounds through the wash and rinse
cycle.

Design and Comfort

At CROWN GOOSE 'Deep
Sleep' is our task and
mission.”

Crown Goose

When it comes to quality and comfort, your marital bed is
safe with Crown Goose down comforters.  Luckily, when
you choose Crown Goose for your bedding needs, you not
only can come to expect amazing comfort.  This is because
Crown Goose meticulously tests their products so that you
know you will be getting only the best.  But, why take their
word for it?  Crown Goose down comforters and bedding
are all highly rated and regarded as some of the best in the

business.  You won’t feel like you’re sleeping on any ordinary bedding either.  This is because
Crown Goose bedding is the perfect mixture of classic comfort and quality with modern styling
and feel.  This quality control can be seen throughout their bedding line right down to the
precise way that the products are stiches and manufactured.
While Crown Goose is in a league of their own when it comes to comfort, they have made it a
point to ensure that their products play well with others.  This is especially evident when you see
the special hoops and loops that comes with most Crown goose duvets and covers.  These loops
are perfectly placed at the four corners of your bedding as well as are located along the sides for
perfect compatibility with other high-quality bedding products.  This is just another way that
Crown Goose has promised complete satisfaction with any of their award-winning products.  

Crown Package

The Crown Package is a great starter kit for any new home.  With this perfectly selected package
you will receive: 
-1 Duvet
-Pillows (full, queen, king and twin)
-Duvet cover (full, queen, skin size depending on preference)
-Pillow covers
-1 Topper, including flat sheet

One of the biggest concerns people have when it comes to purchasing packaged deals is the lack
of selection.  Having selection gives people a chance to showcase some of their own personal
creativity and style.  This is also a way to customize your sleep experience.  At Crown Goose, they



believe that being able to customize your bedding is an important part of finding the perfect
bedding.  This is why they allow you to choose your own style of duvet based on your persona
comfort levels.  This is just another way that Crown Goose has helped to ensure that you will be
completely happy with your selection.  You can choose your perfect duvet based on how hot you
are your partner run during sleep.  You get the choice of cool, medium, warm and very warm.
This way you can sure that you are comfortable all year round.  Let’s face it, there is nothing
worse than sleeping in a bed that feels like a heat trap in the summer and an igloo in the
winter.
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